The first of three heats was won by Harvard, with Dartmouth capturing Wisconsin to finish second.

The next set of heats was for the heavyweight finals. The first of these was won by Princeton, followed by MIT and Harvard. The second set of heats was for the varsity heavyweight boats. The first of these was won by Wisconsin, followed by Harvard and MIT. The third set of heats was for the varsity lightweight boats. The first of these was won by Harvard, followed by Dartmouth and MIT.

In the varsity lightweight grand final, the Crimson eight again led off, surprising Wisconsin to win by a margin of 2.25 lengths. The frosh heavies were captured by the frosh lightweights to finish second. The lightweights will travel to the gates for the spring finals, this means that overall the varsity and JV both finished first in each event.

In the varsity novice grand final, the Ciminian eight again took top honors, with a time of 7:18.2 as the Tech crew barely managed to hold the Tech rowers in the first and sixth place.
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